






















Scholarship Dance Annotations 
 

Choreography 
 

1. Page 2   The candidate provides the poem that served as a stimulus for the 
dance. 

2. Page 3 
  

Background research provides understanding of the context of the 
poem. 

3. Pages 3–4 The choreographer’s viewpoint is explained. Some link to the 
poem and research through the idea of stealing. 

4. Page 4 The movement choices are described, but specific examples of 
their use are not included at this stage. 

5. Page 5  Main motif is not identified. 
6. Page 5 This description of the dance is unnecessary, as this should be 

evident from viewing the dance. 
7. Page 6 
  

The candidate shows perceptive understanding and relates ideas 
in the choreography back to the initial stimulus. 

8. Page 7 The candidate provides a brief description of a range of technology 
and design decisions. Some are more closely related to the initial 
concept of the piece than others. 

9. Page 8 
  

The candidate shows some understanding of the work but does 
not cover the aspects reflected on in any depth. 

 
 
Performance 
 

10. Page 8 
  

The candidate provides a brief summary of the choreographic 
intention. There is some understanding and some ability to 
communicate the ideas but no depth of explanation. 

11. Pages 9–11 The candidate has chosen useful headings under which to 
comment on aspects of the dance performance. The comments 
are seldom supported with reference to actual examples from the 
dance or analysed in detail. However, a comprehensive range of 
aspects important to the performance is mentioned. 

 
The Dance 
 
The choreography is innovative with interesting movement choices. A variety of formations 
were used and constantly varied which maintained audience interest. Transitions were 
cleverly handled to create flow in the dance. 
 
The use of the balloon to represent the stealing of useless objects worked well, and this prop 
was very well integrated into the movement. 
 
Lighting and music choices worked well to support the ideas in the dance. The choice of 
music without lyrics was good. However, costume choices did not seem to relate to the 
stated ideas and influences on the dance. They did not reflect disaffected youth or the 
poverty referred to in the research. 
 
Overall, the dance was successful as it used elements and a structure in interesting ways. It 
is strongly unified, although it does not relate closely to the inspiration, or research the 
candidate did. 




